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Abstract

We propose a novel technique to predict a user’s movie genre
preference from her psycholinguistic attributes obtained from
user social media interactions. In particular, we build machine
learning based classification models that take user tweets as
input to derive her psychological attributes: personality and
value scores, and gives her movie genre preference as out-
put. We train these models using user tweets in Twitter, and
her reviews and ratings of movies of different genres in In-
ternet movie database (IMDb). We exploit a key concept of
psychology, i.e., an individual’s personality and values may
influence her choice in performing different actions in real
life. We have investigated how personality and values inde-
pendently and collectively influence a user preference on dif-
ferent movie genres. Our proposed model can be used for rec-
ommending movies to social media users.

Introduction

Psychological attributes such as personality (Mukta, Ali,
and Mahmud 2016a) and values (Chen et al. 2014) of
an individual influence her preference and actions while
performing different activities. For example, a psychology
study (Weaver, Brosius, and Mundorf 1993) finds that user
personality, which describes individual pattern of behavior
and thoughts, influences user movie preferences as different
movies are capable of providing different ranges of stimuli
to the user and these stimuli are directly linked to her per-
sonality and psychological state. Similarly, values of an in-
dividual, describing self-direction, power, and hedonism at-
tributes of a person, influence user behavior and actions such
as reading habits, buying products, etc (Verplanken and Hol-
land 2002). In this paper, we propose a novel technique to
predict a user’s movie genre preference from her psycholin-
guistic attributes obtained from the social media interactions
of the user in two major social media: Twitter and IMDb 1.

In recent years, user tweets have become a primary source
of information to find many interesting insights such as
preference (Rahman et al. 2016), personality (Mukta, Ali,
and Mahmud 2016a), and values (Mukta, Ali, and Mah-
mud 2016b). These works analyze user tweets to pre-
dict user’s different psychological attributes. Recently, a
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couple of studies have been conducted on IMDb, an on-
line database that shares information regarding movies,
television program, genres, cast, and biographies, to
identify movie genres from movie synopsis (Ho ) and
IMDb plot key words (Wortman 2010). In an another
study, Dooms et al. (Dooms, De Pessemier, and Martens
2013) find structured tweets (e.g., ‘I rate matrix 9/10
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0133093/ #IMDb’) containing
movie rating of IMDb. Later they predict movie rating
in (Dooms and Martens 2014) from the same dataset,
namely movietweetings2.

In this paper, we take a step forward by combining user
tweets from Twitter and user movie rating in IMDb to build
a model that can predict movie genre from user personality
and values derived from her psycholinguistic attributes. The
key intuition of our approach is that an individual’s psycho-
logical attributes such as personality and/or values influence
her behavior in performing both social and real life activi-
ties. To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the
first approach that exploits the fusion of two social media
data, i.e., Twitter and IMDb, to predict user movie genre. In
particular, we investigate how personality and values inde-
pendently and collectively influence a user choice for a num-
ber of movie genres. A key benefit of our approach is that,
by using our proposed model, one can recommend movie to
a user by only knowing her personality and/or values from
her tweets.

Movies can be classified in different genres based on mo-
tion picture category such as action, comedy, science fiction
(sci-fi), biographies, and horror. Different people like differ-
ent genre of movies: some like to watch a movie that makes
them think while other people like movies that make them
laugh. We observe that IMDb reviews and rating may not be
sufficient to predict a user movie preference as these reviews
largely represent users’ observation regarding the context
and plot of those movies. Thus, these reviews do not focus
on users’ daily preference, psychological states, affective
and cognitive mechanisms. However, a recent study (Hsieh
et al. 2014) shows that one can accurately identify users’
reading interest from psycholinguistic attributes obtained
from tweets. Motivated by this study, in this paper, we model
the correlation between tweets and movie genre preference

2https://github.com/sidooms/movietweetings
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that can accurately predict the user preference of movie
genre from her tweets.

In our study, we have collected data of 232 users who
have both Twitter and IMDb profiles. We have a total of
3,65,400 tweets to compute users’ personality and value
scores. We have collected ratings of 6725 distinct movies
of 5 different movie genres. We first compute Big5 personal-
ity (John, Naumann, and Soto 2008) traits and Schwartz val-
ues (Schwartz et al. 2001) dimensions of users by using IBM
Watson personality insights API 3. Then, we select person-
ality and value features that are highly correlated with users’
movie genre preference. After that we build a classification
model to predict movie genre preferences from users’ per-
sonality, and values independently. Finally, we build an en-
semble model that combines both personality and values of
a user to predict her preference in choosing different movies
based on their genre. Personality and values based classi-
fiers have on average AUC scores of 59.4%, and 58.8%, re-
spectively. Ensemble based classifiers have on average AUC
score of 63.4%. These AUC scores are significantly better
than the baselines.

In summary, we have the following contributions:

• We are the first to exploit the data fusion of Twitter and
IMDb to predict users’ movie genre preference from their
tweets.

• We integrate two psychological attributes: personality and
values to build a classification model to predict users’
movie preference from user personality and values.

• Our experimental study on 232 users shows the efficacy
of our approach.

Methodology

• Computing personality and values from tweets: We com-
pute users’ personality and value scores by using IBM
Watson personality insights API.

• Model building from personality, values, and movie
genre: We select personality and value features that might
be correlated with users’ movie genre preference. Then
we build classification model to predict movie genre pref-
erences from users’ personality and values independently.

• Ensemble of models: We build an weighted ensemble
based predictive model to find users’ movie genre prefer-
ence from personality and values combinedly to improve
the accuracy of the prediction.

Data Collection

We first link profiles of IMDb and Twitter users. We extract
a total of 251 IMDb users who has Twitter profile under the
same username. Then we fetch users’ movie genres and rat-
ings by using Python BeautifulSoup 4 implementation pack-
age from IMDb, and collect tweets by using python tweepy
implementation package. We consider movies that are re-
leased in the year of 2015 and 2016, so that reviewers in-
formation (i.e., current location) are likely to be updated.

3https://personality-insights-livedemo.mybluemix.net/
4https://pypi.python.org/pypi/beautifulsoup4

We find a total of 13371 different movie reviews. Users rate
a total of 6725 distinct movies from their account creation
date. There are a total of 27 different genres of movies.
Among these 27 genre of movies, we consider only 5 genre
of movies as these are most prominent in the dataset. The
genres’ names and percentages are: drama (17.90%), thriller
(11.53%), comedy (9.14%), action (9.12%), and adventure
(7.39%), respectively.

Among the collected 251 users, we discard 19 users as
they have few tweets to analyze personality and values by
using IBM Watson personality insights API. We compute
personality and value scores for the remaining of the 232
users. From these 232 users, we find a total of 3,65,400
tweets. The users have maximum, minimum, and average
of 3217, 175, and 1575 tweets, respectively.

Feature Selection

Users’ movie genre preference may depend on person-
ality, values, or both. According to Big5 model (John,
Naumann, and Soto 2008), personality has five different
traits: openness-to-experience, conscientiousness, extraver-
sion, agreeableness, and neuroticism. Values (Schwartz et
al. 2001) have also five broader dimensions: openness-to-
change, hedonism, self-transcendence, conservation, and
self-enhancement. One may think that personality traits may
influence a person to choose a movie of a specific genre,
while others may think that value dimension may persuade
a person to select a certain movie genre. It is difficult to state
which traits of personality and values influence a person to
watch which genre of movies. Thus, we first need to identify
features from both personality traits and value dimensions
that are suitable to predict movie genre preference.

We use genre of movies as ground truth data (depen-
dent variable), and personality and value scores as indepen-
dent variables. We select the best subset of personality and
value traits (predictors) using forward selection approach of
leaps 5 R package implementation. Since the forward se-
lection approach starts with no predictors, we can identify
which predictors are more significant than the other when
these are added stepwise to the list. Leaps package performs
an exhaustive search to find out best subset of personal-
ity and value dimensions by using an efficient branch-and-
bound algorithm. We first select the best subset of 3 fea-
tures from personality (value dimensions) from the 5 broad
personality (values) dimensions independently, and then we
identify the best subset of 5 features among the 10 features
of personality and values. For example, we select extraver-
sion, conscientiousness, and neuroticism personality traits
and hedonism, conservation, and openness-to-change values
independently as features for computing movie genre pref-
erence by using the the best subset selection approach. Then
we identify the best subset of features for computing movie
genre preferences from both personality and values are: neu-
roticism, extraversion, agreeableness, hedonism, and self-
transcendence.

5https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/leaps/
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Table 1: Personality based classification of movie genres
Genres Best classifier AUC TPR TNR

Drama RepTree 0.62 0.94 0.85
Thriller RepTree 0.55 0.09 0.03
Comedy RandomTree 0.59 0.06 0.03
Action RandomTree 0.61 0.28 0.25
Adventure RepTree 0.60 0.07 0.03

Genre Classification

In this section, we first build classification models from per-
sonality traits and value dimensions independently. Then,
we investigate prediction potential of these classification
models by using machine learning techniques. Finally, we
build an weighted ensemble of classification model by com-
bining both classifiers of personality and value.

We observe that each movie may fall in the intersection of
more than one genre names. For example, Gone Girl movie
has three different genres: crime, drama, and thriller. Since
we build classifier for movie genre preference, we need only
one class label for each instance. Therefore we distribute the
genre names for a single movie name into multiple rows. In
this way, we have a total of 39,119 different movie genre
instances. In IMDb, users may rate a movie on a scale of 1
to 10. Since we identify users’ movie genre preferences, we
discard instances that have low rating, i.e., rating <7. When
a user gives a low score to a movie genre, it signifies that she
has less interest on that movie genre. Finally we have a total
13,264 instances that have a single movie genre name.

Genre classification using personality

We apply Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine (SVM),
Random Forest, Random Tree and RepTree classifiers in our
dataset by using WEKA (Hall et al. 2009) machine learning
toolkit. Table 1 presents the best classifier, its true positive
rate (TPR), true negative rate (TNR) and area under the ROC
curve (AUC) for predicting different genre of movies from
users’ personality traits. TPR defines how many samples are
correctly classified as positive among all positive samples
and TNR defines how many samples are incorrectly classi-
fied as negative among all negative samples available during
the test. We conduct the performance of the classifiers by us-
ing AUC values under the 10-fold cross validation. We find
that on an average the AUC of our classifier is 59.4%. We
use ZeroR classifier as baseline method, which has an AUC
score of 52.9%. We observe that our classifiers always out-
perform the baseline. We also find that mean absolute error
(MAE) of our classification model is 0.29.

Genre classification using values

In this subsection, we again apply Naive Bayes, SVM, Ran-
dom Forest, Random Tree and RepTree classifiers in our
dataset to predict different genre of movies from users’ value
dimensions. We conduct the performance of the classifiers
by using AUC values under the 10-fold cross validation. Ta-
ble 2 presents best classifier, its TPR, TNR, and AUC for
predicting different genre of movies from users’ value di-
mensions. We find that the average AUC of our classifier is

Table 2: Value based classification of movie genres
Genres Best classifier AUC TPR TNR

Drama Random Tree 0.63 0.91 0.81
Thriller Random Forest 0.59 0.17 0.13
Comedy RepTree 0.59 0.10 0.02
Action RandomTree 0.54 0.12 0.07
Adventure Random Forest 0.59 0.07 0.04

Table 3: Weights (AUC of best classifiers) derived from the
weighted training dataset.

Psychological
attributes

AUC of best classifier
Action Adven. Thril. Dram. Com.

Personality 0.62 0.63 0.54 0.63 0.55
Values 0.56 0.61 0.61 0.62 0.56

58.8%. The AUC of our baseline is 51.7%. We observe that
our classifiers largely perform better than the baseline. We
also find that MAE of our classification model is 0.31.

Genre classification using personality and values

We find associations in users’ movie genre preferences with
their personality traits and value dimensions (according to
Section: Feature Selection). Users’ different psychological
attributes (i.e., personality and values) may contribute dif-
ferently while identifying movie genre preferences. Among
our built classifiers, one classifier may predict a movie genre
better than the other. For example, action genre of movies
can be predicted better with personality traits (61%) than
value dimensions (54%); on the other hand, thriller genre of
movies can be predicted better with value dimensions (59%)
than personality traits (55%). Since every psychological at-
tribute contributes to identify users’ movie genre preferences
based on their strength, we combine all the classification
models obtained from the previous independent personality
and value models.

Thus, it is necessary to prioritize the psychological at-
tributes based on their importance, as we compute movie
genre preferences from personality and values. Performance
of individual classifier represents weights of different psy-
chological attributes. To combine personality and value di-
mensions, we perform the following two steps: i) comput-
ing weights for personality traits and value dimensions, and
ii) combining the models with an weighted linear ensemble
technique.

Learning weights: We determine the weight of personal-
ity and value scores to determine preference of movie gen-
res. To this end, we build classification models by using the
data of 3980 (30% of the total dataset) movie genre prefer-
ence instances. To compute weights, we take both person-
ality and value scores as input and the best AUC score of
movie genre classifier as output. Table 3 presents the best
AUC scores that are computed with different classifiers to
predict genre of movie preferences by using 30% of the
dataset.

An weighted linear ensemble: We build an weighted lin-
ear ensemble model from personality and values of 9284
(70% of the total dataset) instances. We have built dif-
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Table 4: Classification result to identify genre by using both
personality and value scores

Genres Best classifier AUC TPR TNR

Drama RepTree 0.65 0.94 0.85
Thriller RandomForest 0.59 0.22 0.18
Comedy RandomTree 0.62 0.27 0.21
Action RandomTree 0.65 0.52 0.37
Adventure RepTree 0.64 0.37 0.12

ferent classifiers from personality and values to predict
users’ movie genre preferences that are described in previ-
ous sections. Since we train different classifiers that produce
weights, we compute weighted linear ensemble score using
the weights in Table 3. Finally, we build our weighted linear
ensemble model using the weights generated from another
dataset, so that our models do not get over-fitted. Table 4
presents the movie genre preference classification result by
using the ensemble of personality and values. We observe
that the average AUC of our classifier is 63.4%, and the
baseline accuracy is 56.2%. We also observe that our clas-
sifiers largely outperform the random baseline. We also find
that MAE of our model is 0.18. We find that our ensemble
of classifiers achieves higher accuracy than the independent
personality and value based classifiers.

Discussion

Our work is the first study to predict movie genre preference
from psycholinguistic attributes, i.e., personality and values.
We observe in Table 1 that personality trait based genre pre-
diction classifiers perform better than baseline. We see that
drama genre classifier shows the strongest (62%) and thriller
genre classifier shows the weakest (55%) AUC scores. We
also find that classifiers for thriller, comedy, and adventure
movie genres show low TPR and TNR scores. On the other
hand, we observe in Table 2 that value based classifiers show
identical performance to personality trait based classifiers
for comedy genre of movies. However, value based classifier
shows significant better result for thriller genre of movies
and significant weaker result for action genre of movies than
that of personality trait based classifier. We find that drama
genre classifier shows the strongest (63%) and action genre
classifier shows the weakest (54%) AUC scores. Value based
classifiers also largely show poor TPR and TNR scores. We
observe in Table 4 that personality and values based com-
bined model shows better AUC result than that of indepen-
dent personality and values based models. These classifiers
also show substantial improvement for TPR and TNR scores
for movie genre classifiers than personality and values based
independeny models.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have predicted movie genre preferences
from users’ personality and values derived from their so-
cial media interactions. We have exploited the data fusion of
Twitter and IMDb to build a model that can accurately pre-
dict movie genre preferences from user personality and val-

ues. We have demonstrated which types of personality traits
and value dimensions better predict which type of movie
genre by using classification techniques. In future, we plan
to integrate our model with a real movie recommendation
application for social media users.
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